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Abstract

We propose and apply a value capture properly tHX for financing beach nourishment
projects. OUf application is to beaches in the state of Delaware. Using a hedonic price function
we estimate the implicit value of proximity to the beach. Using these results we then infer a
property tax schedule that taxes homeowners roughly in proportion to the bencfits they receive
from the projects. We argue that the tax is equitablc in thc sense that tax burden Bnd project
bcnefits are aligned. \Vc argue that it is efficient in the sense that homeowners face the real cost
of maintaining beaches that protect and improve their property.
© 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

I. Introduction

Beaches in the United States are routinely widened or "nourished" using sand
frorn external sources. This is especially true along the east coast. In most cases, large
pumping projects transport sand from the nearby ocean floor to the beach.
Bulldozers and other heavy equipment then move the sand into place. These projects
arc costly and controversial. By one estimate the federal government will spend more
than $6 billion over the next 50 years to widen beaches. In the State of Delaware
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alone, nearly $2 million is spent annually to widen beaches. The typical justification
given for such projects is the large tourist economy supported by the beaches and the
added storm-protection wide beaches provide. In the absence of the widening
projects the beaches erode making them less desirable for recreation and less effective
as a buffer against storm events.

The projects are controversial, in part, because they arc temporary fixes. The
newly placed sand ultimately washes away requiring that these projects be repeated
every few years or so. Some argue that there afC less expensive long fun alternatives
such as allowing beachcs to migrate 01' retreat inland naturally (removing structures
as it goes) or lIsing an engineering solution such as an offshore breakwater. From an
economic standpoint, this is an empirical question: which of the Hmnagement
options is the least costly for society? See Parsons and Powell [IJ for an analysis and
discussion along these lines.

Another reason the projects urc controversial is that they are usually financed in
such a way that those benefiting most from the projects often pay only a small
fraction of the cost. Most beach widening projects are financed using some mix of
federal and state tax dollars. When the Army Corps of Engineers is involved, which
is true for mosl projects of any significance, 65% of the expense is paid for out of
fcderal tax dollars. The remaining 35% is covered by the stale, usually from general
revenues, bond issues, or a specilll tax. In Delaware, for example, hotels and motels
are required to levy a special tax on guests. The revenue from that tax is earmarked
for beach management projects.

With these methods of financing, the beneficiaries lend to be "local" while those
bearing the cost lend to be "non-local". The benefits lend to fall on residents,
property owners, and shop owners in the beach communities as well as on non
resident beach users~either vacationers or people taking day trips to the beach.
Only the latter group is.non-loeaL' The costs, on the other hand, tend to fall on the
general taxpayer and individuals who rarely, if ever, use the beach. The federal tax
clearly falls on the general population and the state tax, more often than not, is
unrelated to beach usc. For example, the special hotel tax in Delaware is only slightly
tied to beach use because most hotel and motel visits in the state are outside the
beach comlHunities.

Another imbalance exists among the local beneficiaries. Common sense tells us
that those who benefit most from the rebuilding projects arc those residing or owning
property closest to the beach. They realize larger recreation/amenity benefits and

I How benefits arc distributed among property owners in the beach community and vacationers depends
on market conditions and what is assumcd about beach management in the absence or rebuilding. Ir land
Illi\fkcts arc such that property owners arc able to chnrge higher rates ror use or their beaches houses and
hotels when beaches are improved, it is possible that vacationers realize little or no increase in consumer
surplus, The valuc or a trip to the beach rises, but so docs the lodging cxpense. At one extreme the rise in
rates offsets all of the vacationers addcd benefits, (An individual's willingness to pay for the wider beaeh is
equal to rise in thc lodging rate,) In this C,lse, the property owner realizes most of Ihc recreation/amenity
benefit. Individuals taking day trips only to the beach would still capture the full sUfjllus, Irland markets
arc such that rates do not adjusted or partially adjust in response to a wider beach, then vaciltioners taking
overnight trips as well as those taking day trips benefit rrom the project.
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larger storm-protection benefits. While there are likely to be exceptions, it is usually
safe to say that the further one gets from the beach the lower the benefits are from
the project. In recognition of this disparity some private beach communities that
rebuild their own beaches finance their projects through taxes on property owners.
Those tax structures sometimes ilnpose a higher tax on homeowners residing closer
to the beach. In one private beach community in Delaware, for example, individuals
owning beachfront property pay twice the tax of those without beachfront property.

The preferred means of financing a public beach nourishment project, if equity is
the goal, is likely to be some combination of local property taxes and beach access
fees (see for example [2]). The property tax would be designed to capture the benefits
that flow to local beneficiaries (residents, property owners, and shop owners in the
community). The beach access fees would be designed to capture the benefits that
flow to non-resident beach users.

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate a practical method for establishing
one of these two tax instruments-a beach tax on coastal property. It taxes residents
closer to the beach more than those further away and, in principle, makes the overall
burden more local. We call it a value capture tax because it "captures" some of the
valne of nourishment projects capitalized into property values near the beach.
Ideally, it would be used in tandem with a beach access fee. We do not, however,
propose a method for establishing the access fee or the targeted contributions form
these two sources. Our focus is on the design of the property tax. In principle, value
capture taxing can be applied in any case where a public project leads to increases in
nearby property values. For an application to subway transit in New York City as
well as a nice discussion of the concept of value capture see Anas and Armstrong Pl.
Pampc and Rinehart [4J were the first to apply the principle to beach nourishment.
Their application is to a private beach community in South Carolina.

We estimate our tax schedule lIsing a hedonic price function estimated with data
on housing transactions in coastal Delaware. First, we estimate the value of
proxirnity to the beach implicit in coastal housing markets. Then, assuming the value
of nourishment projects are capitalized into property values in roughly the same
proportions as proximity value, we construct a property tax gradient. For example, if
property located on the beach is twice the value of similar property located
somewhat inland, the former is assumed to gain twice as much benefit from
a nourishment project as the latter. The tax schedule is set so that they pay twice
the tax.

Our value capture tax addresses the local/non-local imbalance by directing taxes
toward coastal communities and addresses the imbalance within a coastal
community by taxing residents closer to the beach more heavily than those further
away. For this reason, we claim that the tax is more equitable-those who benefit
more pay more. The tax is also more efficient than current methods of finance.
Under current methods, individuals who own property on or near the coast pay less
than the full social cost of taking up residence near a beach. The maintenance of an
eroding beach is a public good providing recreational and storm-protection benefits
to residents in the adjacent housing market. Under current financing schemes,
individuals owning or considering the purchase of property ncar the beach treat that
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maintenance as a free good. This provides an adverse incentive to build on the coast,
improve existing structures on the coast, and perhaps to even live somewhat closer to
the beach than might be the case if property owners on the coast paid the real cost of
living there. The tax proposed here attempts to "internalize" these costs into the
privatc costs of property owners and thereby enhance efficiency.
. Again, we assume that the tax would be used in tandem with a beach access fec
where the beach tax would he targetcd to capture the benefits that flow locally and
the access fee would he used to target non-resident beach users. Defining the share to
be paid by each group is important but not the subject of this paper. We limit our
attention to the design of the beach tax and discuss how it would be used along with
beach access fees.

Our method is laid out in Section 2. The application to Delaware beaches is in
Section 3. And, we have some closing remarks in Section 4.

2. Method

2. J. Hedollie price jilllClioll

There is little doubt that coastal housing markets capitalize proximity to the beach
in property values-all else constant houses closer to the beach sell for more than
houses further away. Casual observation and evidence in the literature suggest a
nOIl~linear decline in proximity value as you move in land. Proximity value is huge
for houses adjacent to the beach, declines liS you move inland, nnd eventually levels
off at no noticeable effect. This basic relationship has been estimated in hedonic
price functions by Milon et al. [5] and Pompe and Rinehart [4J.

In our application, we considcr a hedonic pricc function of the for111 2

(I)

P; is the price of house i. Xi is a vectol' of structural and neighborhood characteristics
for house i such as square footage, number of bathrooms, presence of a fireplace,
and beach community. oJi is a dummy variable equal to I if the house i has ocean
frontage and 0 if not. zl,-z4, are zonal dummies where zk, = I if the house is
located in zone k and 0 if not. Thc zones al'C increasing in distance from the beach,
zone I (zl) is closer to the beach than zone 2 (z2) and so forth. Since every house
must be in a zone, we have excluded zone 5 (the most distant zone) from the
regression. 'V, r.J..n and «0-«4 are unknown parameters and E; is an error tenn.

The first derivative of the hedonic with respect to anyone of the zonal dummies
(zl,-z4,) is a measure of the implicit value (capitalized value) of proximity to the
beach.

2Taylor [6} covers the theory llnd issues surrounding the estimation of hedonic price models.
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For zone k the implicit value of proximity is

OP,
ozk, = !ik· (2)

Since zone 5 is the excluded in the regression, this derivative is the value of having a
house, all else constant, in zone k versus having one in zone 5. Since zone 5 is the
most distant zone, we expeet !il > !i, > !iJ > !i4 > O. Any zone closer to the beaeh gives
a higher value than zone 5 and the values increase as you move closer to the beach.
Along the same lines, the implicit value of ocean frontage is the first derivative of the
hedonic with respect to oJi which is !io,'

Our value capture tax is derived direc(\y from the coefficients on the zonal
dummies in the hedonic and is bascd on the assumption that the closer you live to the
beach the more you benefit from beach nourishment projects. Specifically, lI'e assume
thalllollrishmelll projecls cOI!f'er bellejits all property Oll'lIers ill approximately Ihe same
proportion as the capitalized proXimity value. We refer to this as our "proportionnlily

. assurnption". Consider a simple example. House A is located near the beach and has
beach frontage. House B is located further from the beach and has no frontage.
Assume the proximity value of A is twice that of B. If the beach is nourished we
assume that A's benefits are twice that of B's.

2.2. Tax schedule

The tax schedule is derived in four basic steps. First, a baseline zone is selected. We
lise zone 1 in our application. Second, a tax index is constructed. This index is just
the proximity value of each zone relative to the baseline zone. For any zone k this is
just the ratio of its proximity value to the proximity value of z:lIle I

I
_!ik

k--·
!il

Since proximity values decline as you move inland, it follows that I = II > J, > h >
14> O. Oceanfront property, which is always located in zone I, has the index

I
_!io +!il

0[----'
!il

where Io! > II = l. In all cases, the index tells us the value of proximity in any zone
relative to zone l. The ocean front index tells us the implicit value of having ocean
frontage in zone I versus not having ocean frontage in zone 1. By our
"proportionality assumption", it also tells us the implicit value of nourishment in
any zone relative to zone l. Eqs. (3) and (4) then are the tax indexes.

Third, a baseline tax rate is constructed for a nourishment project. The baseline
tax is the value of Ij that solves the equation

Tej = {lv!ho! + Ilh l + J,h, + 13h3 + I4/1.!l·lj.

3We consider (and present in the next section) a log-linear form as well-Where PI is logged in Eq. (I).
We <llso considered forms where proximity was entered as a continuous variable. The results did not
change appreciably over our stepwise specification.
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(6)

TCJ is Ihe lolal eosl of nourishmenI projeelj, h is Ihe index defined above for zone k,
and ilk is Ihe number of houses in zone k. All areas of Ihe eoasl affeeled by Ihe
projeel are assumed to be included in Ihe count of houscs. TCl> hand ilk are known.
Solving for IJ gives -

TC
IJ = J

[of"of + [I'" + h"2 + h"3 + [4"4'

The baseline lax Ihen increases wilh Ihe size of Ihe nourishmenI projecl (TCJ) and
decreases wilh number of houses in any zone (hof ,'" -h4).

Fourlh, a lax rale per house for each zone (a lax schedule) is ealeulaled. For zone k
the tax rate per house is

11k = h . IJ. (7)

The lax rale for a house in zone I (our baseline zone) is IJ (Ihe baseline lax). The rales
Ihen decline sleadily as you move inland. This lax schedule has Iwo imporlanl
properties. One, it covers Ihe enlire eosl of the projecl since Eq. (5) must hold. And
two, property owners pay taxes in proportional to their proximity value which is
assumed 10 approximale Iheir value of Ihe nourishment project. In Ihis way, Ihe lax
is "eapluring" some of Ihe capilalized value of nourishmenl 10 finance Ihe projects.
Notice that as the number of houses in any zone increases, the baseline tax rate
decreases and does so in such a way that ratio of taxes per house between any two
zones is unchanged.

Naturally, adding houses closer to the beach lowers the baseline tax rate morc
than adding houses further away.

If Ihe financing is 10 be splil belween local and non-local and Ihe predelermined
percenl 10 be covered locally is p, Ihe baseline lax is p . IJ. A similar fixed faclor can
be applied if property laxes and beach access fees are 10 be used logelher as
suggesled by Black el al. [2J to finance a project. An a;"llysis determining Ihe righl
division must precede the analysis here to determine p. In Black et al.'s case, p was
somewhere in Ihe range 0.84-0.94.

3. Application

There arc approximately 2S miles of sandy beaches in Delaware. More than half is
developed wilh single family houses. The beaches are a major lourisl a((raction in Ihe
slate. As mentioned earlier, the slale spends approximalely $2 million annually
widening beaches along Ihis shoreline. Using housing lransaction data from 1992,
aerial photos of the beach communities, and data on several nourishment projects
over the lasl decade, we have eslimaled several lax schedules following Ihe approach
outlined in the previous section.

The transactions data arc from statc tax records and include actual sale prices and
housing characteristics. This was a convenient data set. It was compiled and used by
Parsons and Powell [IJ. Needless 10 say, it would be useful 10 consider our analysis
with more recent data. It is worth noting, however, that since our concern is with the
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relative values of houses near the beach and not absolute values, the 1992 data are
not unreasonable. Absolute values are clearly not stable over the last decade, but
relative values may be.

The variables used in the hedonic are shown in Table I along with descriptive
statistics. The zones are defined in Table 2. As shown, the average price of a house
sold in 1992 was about $220,000. The characteristics include square footage, age,
number of bathrooms, presence of fireplace, and presence of garage. We also include
six community dummy variables to account for differences in the beach
comrnunities. The housing transactions are fairly evenly distributed across the
zones. About 6% of the houses are oceanfront properties.

The regression results are in Table 3. We estimated linear and a log-linear (log P as
the dependent variable) models. In both cases, housing prices decrease with age and
increase with square footage, number of baths, fireplace, and garage. Among the
community variables, Rehoboth (the excluded dummy) has the highest implicit price.
South Bethany has the lowest.

The variables of key interest are the beach proximity variables: zl-z4 (the fonr
zones) and of (ocean frontage). Recall that the zones increase in distance from the
beach as you move from z1 to z5 and that, z5, the most distance zone, is the excluded
from the regression. As expected, all the zone coefficients are positive and decline as
we move inland. The linear model implies that having a house in zone 1 versus zone 5
increased its valne by $131,400. If the house also has ocean frontage add another
$132,260. A house in zones 2, 3, and 4 was worth $84,270, $73,550, and $31,980 more
than a similar house in zone 5. The log-linear model implies that having a house in
zone I versus zone 5, all else constant, increases its value by 540/0. Zones 2, 3, and 4

Table I
Variable names, definitions, and sample means

Name

PRC
LSQFT
AGE
BATH
FIRE
CAR
DEWEY
FENWICK
SBETH
BETHANY
NBETIf
REllOBOTIf
oj
ZI
Z2
Z3
Z4
Z5

Description

Price of house in thousands of 1992$
Natural log of square feet of living space
Age of house in years
Number of bathrooms
= 1 if fireplace present, 0 otherwise
= I if garage present, 0 otherwise
= 1 if located in Dewey, 0 otherwise
= I if Incated in renwick Is., 0 otherwise
= I if located in So. Bethany, 0 otherwise
= I if located in Bethany, 0 otherwise
= I if located in No. Bethany, 0 otherwise
= 1 if located in Rehoboth, 0 otherwise
= I if oceanfront property, 0 otherwise
= I if located in zone I, 0 otherwise
= I if loc<lted in zone 2, 0 otherwise
= I if located in zone 3, 0 otherwise
= 1 if located in zone 4, 0 otherwise
= I if locuted in zone 5, 0 otherwise

Mean

$221.21
7.22

14,99
2.15
0,60
0.05
0,16
0.02
0.13
0.19
0.06
0.43
0.06
0,23
0.21
0,21
0.20
0,06
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Table 2
Definition OfZOlll'S

Zone

,I
,2
,3
,4
,5

Table 3
Regression results

Variable

Constant
LSQFT
AGE
/lATH
FIRE
CAR
DEWEY
FENW/CK
S/IETH
/lETHANY
N/IETH
of
21
22
23
24
N
R'

Linear Illodel

Coefficient

-273.63
48.61
-1.45
48.00
31.03
21.24

-62.36
-33.16
-97.59
-52.74
-55.62
132.26
131.40
84.27
73.55
31.98

266
0.71

Distance to the beach (ft)

<500
550-1500
1500~2500

2501l-3500
>3500

Log-linear model

T-statistic Coefficient T-statistic

2,9 3,711 10,2
3.6 0,170 3.27
2.0 -0.009 3.25
7.8 0.133 5.6
3.9 0.126 4.1
1.1 0.065 0.9
4.5 -0.330 63
1.1 -0.191 1.6
6.4 -0.446 7.7
3.9 -0.364 7.1
2.6 -0.294 3.5
6.7 0.419 5.4
7.8 0.541 10.1
5.4 0.303 6.3
4.7 0.280 5.0
2.1 0.112 2.0

266
0.72

increased the value by 30%, 28%, and II %. Ocean frontage increases the value of
house by 42%.

We consider four major nourishment projects in our application. These arc shown
in Table 4. We refer to the projects as SOli/hem Coast 1989, SOli/hem Coast 1992,
Whole Coast 1994, and Whole Coas/ 1998. Each project applies to more than one
beach. Since costs arc known for the individual beaches, we compute a separate tax
schedule for each community using these data. The costs presented in Table 4 are the
TCj's in Eqs. (5) and (6) and arc in nominal dollars for the year of the project. The
most expensive of these (in real and nominal dollars) is Whole Coast 1998 at $6.7
million (98$).

For each project area, we counted the number of houses in each zone adjacent to
the beach or beaches being widened. Although our hedonic only includes single
family houses, the count of structures includes commercial properties and condos.
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Table 4
Beach nourishment projects in Delaware

57

Project: community Volume of sand
in cubic yards

Cost in nominal dollars
for year of the project

Southel'll coast 1989
renwick Island 333,500
South Bethany 231,600
Middlesex 63,700
Sea Colony 132,600
Betlmny 284,500

Total 1,045,900

SOl/them coast 1992
renwick Island 144,900
South Bethany 192,749
Bethany 219,735

Total 557,384

Whole coasl 1994
renwick Island 8236
South Bethany 98,419
Bethany 184,452
Indian Beach 4778
North Indian Beach 20,992
Dewey 592,878

Total 909,755

Wholc CO(w 1998
renwick Island 56,100
South Bethany 168,900
Sea Colony 128,000
Dethany 321,700
Dewey 453,500
Rehoboth 274,300
North Shores 188,000

$1,572,993
1,307,303

357,905"
770,058'

1,630,241

5,638,500

716,916
905,786

1,037,303

2,660,005

32,396
452,165
838,953

20,435"
61,400;\

2,402,230

3,807,579

457,000
707,635
408,778'

1,321,572
1,948,000
1,087,750

705,798'

Total

II Paid for by private beaeh community.

1,590,500 6,663,066

The implication here is that proximity value for these properties decline at a rate
similar to that realized in the housing market. Our analysis ignores vacant lots
altogether. In principle, these could be taxed as well. Table 5 shows the count of
houses and other structures by zone in 1997.4 These are the ilk'S in Egs. (5) and (6).

4The count of houses was not adjusted for the actual year of the project. This probably implies some
understatement of individual tax rates'inthe years before 1997, <lIld sonte overstate in the years after. The
adjustment for 1998 is probably minimal.
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The tax index for the linear and the log-linear regression are shown in Table 6 and
in Fig. l. These are the h in Eqs. (3)-(7). For the linear model, the index is merely
a ratio of zonal coefficients where zone I is the base. For the log-linear model,
implicit zonal prices vary with the value of a house since the implicit price of zone k

Table 5
Housing units per zone by community in 1997

Community of Zone I Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 Zone 5

North Shores 24 81 45 27 II
Rehoboth 309 562 7371 567 253 239
Dewey 177 514 543 386 221 207
North Indian Beach t5 45 83
Indian 8 24 45
Bethany 89 224 521 342 231
Sea Colony 995 136 159
Middlesex 22 37 45 2
South Bcthillly 90 246 337 281 t30
Fenwick Island 103 126 377 29

Table 6
Tux index (h)

Ie!
h wlo 0/

"IJ
I,
I,

Linear model

2.01
1.00
0.64
0.56
0.24
0.00

Log-linear model

2.60
1.00
0.46
0.43
0.22
0.00

3.00
2.60

2.50
.

2.01-...

~
2.00

;; '.

1.50
,

~ \1
1.00

0.50

0.00

--+-- Linear Function
•••Il ••• SenU.IOB Function

'. 0.64 0.'6

................. 0.24
0.46 04" '" .,.. 0

. ~ 0.22

OF 0-5S0 550·1500 1500·2500 2500-3500 >3500
Distance to the beach 10 teet

Fig. t. Tux index.
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takes the form

of, '
:;- = (tk P"
uZk

59

(8)

where P, is the fitted value for house i using the estimated hedonic in Eq. (I). There
are a few different strategies for constructing the indexes h from the log-linear
model. One is to calculate implicit prices for each zone according to Eq. (8) and use a
constant value for PI. For exarnple, PI might be the sample average house value. This
approach ignores that fact that houses closer to the beach tend to be larger and

Table 7
Value capture beach tax per re~idence

Project: community Oceanfront Zone I Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4

SOllthem coast /989
Fenwick Island 57055 52714 51248 51167 5597
South Bethany 4333 1667 767 717 367
Middlesex" 8039 3092 1422 1329 680
Sea Colonyll 747 287 132 124 63
Bethany 4747 1826 840 785 402

Averagc 52901 51116 5513 5480 5245

SOllthem coast /992
Fenwick Island 53215 51237 5569 5532 5272
South Bcthany 3002 1155 531 497 254
Bethany 3020 1162 534 500 256

Averagc 53064 51179 5542 5507 5259

Whole Coast /994
Fcnwick Island 5145 556 526 524 512
South Bethany 1499 576 265 248 127
Bethany 2443 940 432 404 207
Indian Beachll 811 312 144 134 69
North Indian Beach" 1307 503 231 216 III
Dcwey 4342 1670 768 718 367

Averagc 52549 5980 5451 5422 5216

Whole COllsl /998
Fenwick Isloud 52050 5788 5363 5339 5173
South Bethany 2345 902 415 388 198
Sea Colony" 397 153 70 66 34
Bethony 3848 1480 681 636 326
Dcwcy 3521 1354 623 582 298
Rehoboth 1413 544 250 234 120
North Shores" 10,302 3962 1823 1704 872

Average 52014 5775 5356 5333 5170

"Privilte beach communities.
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ignores what the non-linearity in the model implies-larger houses tend to have
higher proximity value. An alternative approach, and the onc we usc, is to calculate
implicit prices using Ihe median filled value of the housing price in each zone. As
shown in Table 5 and Fig, I, the log-linear form conslructcd in this way tends 10 load
more of the tax ,burden on oceanfront properties relative to other properties.

Using the cost figures from Table 4, housing counts from Table 5, and the indexes
in Table 6, the tax gradient for each beach community for each project was
calculaled using Eqs. (6) and (7). The resulling tax rales are shown in Table 7. The
laxes are reporlcd in nominal dollars for the year of the projec!. The log-linear model
was used in this application. The tax is a one-time property lax set for the year of Ihe
project. It is a trivial calculation to spread the tax over several years jf that is desired.
The average onc-time property tax on ocean front property for the most recent
nourishment project, the Whole Coast 1998 projecl, is $2014. For a house in zone I
without frontage, Ihe tax is $775. It drops as you move inland 10 $356 for zone 2,
$333 for zone 3, and $170 for zone 4. This assumes that the ell tire project is paid/or
local/y with property taxes. If the local commuuily pays some agreed upon fraction of
the tOlal, say (I, then each of tax rates is simply mulliplied by (I to arrive at the
appropriate rate. If, for example, property taxes were used in tandem with beach
access fees, Ihe beach fees would be used to fund 1 - (I of the tOlal cos!.

The variability in taxes across the community for a given project is rather large.
Again, for the most recent project the one~time tax on ocean front properties ranges
from a high 01'$10,302 in North Shores 10 a low 01'$397 in Sea Colony, both private
communities. The fonner is a lightly populaled beach community jusl north of
Rehoboth. The latler is large condo complex located in Ihe soulhern part of the
slate. The highest tax rale schedulc in 1998 for properly adjacent 10 a publicly owned
beach is South Belhany. Going from oceanfront properly in zone 1 to zone 4 the
one-time rales in South Bethany would be: $2345, $902, $415, $388, and $198. The
lowest tax schedule for a public beach is Rehoboth: $1413, $544, $250, $234, and
$120. These are one-lime taxes thaI would come approximately every 3-5 years and
could be spread over this period if desired. And again, these ratcs assume that the
eulire projecl is paid for oul of properly laxes.

4. Conclusion

With value caplure properly laxes individuals pay taxes in proportion to the
benefits received and face something closer thc real cosI of living near the beach. We
have proposed a value caplure tax and applied it to beach communities along
Delaware's ocean coast. The rcsults applied to nourishment project in 1998 give a
proJlerty lax-rate of about $2300 per house for oceanfront properly assuming
property taxes arc used to finance the entire project. For houses ncar the coast but
withoul ocean frontage the tax is about $900. Moving inland by zone, each zone
being 550 ft wide, the lax drops to $540, $250, $230, and finally $120. These taxes are
likely 10 reoccur every 3-5 ycars. The rates, of course, will varying with the cosI of
the project, number of houses, and, in the long run, by longevity of the nourishment
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project. It is important to note that houses in these heach communities in 1998
typically sold in the range of $350,000-1,000,000.

The method, in principle, is transferable to other coastal areas. At the simplest
level one could merely transfer our index as it stands to other regions. If one has data
on the total cost of another project and the count of houses in the relevant zones,
then Eq. (6) could be computed using our h in Table 6 to arrive at a baseline tax.
Eq. (7) would then be used to calculate thc rate schedule by zone. A preferred
approach would be to estimate a new hedonic using data in the new area. Proximity
value gradients may be different, the most distant zone to inelude for taxation may
be diffcrent, and it may even be possible to estimate the value of nourishment
directly using an equation like Eq. (8).

Finally, there are a number of ways our analysis could be modified and improved
if applied elsewhere. The tax could be set per square foot, instead of per house. (Our
data set had no measure of lot size.) Larger lots would be taxed more and vacant lots
could be included in the ratc schedule. Separate analyses could be done for vacant
lots, condos, and commercial property. Expanding the tax zones further inland
spreads the tax burden and may be warranted if property value data support it. If
there is sufficient variation in beach width and nourishment history along the coast,
one could estimate the value of nourishment projects directly capitalized into
property values and the proportionality assumption need not be used (see for
example Pompe and Rinehart's application [4]).

As pressure rises to move away from federal and state financing of beach
nourishment projects and toward more locally based financing, the application of a
value capture tux may become a financial instrument many states and local
communities should consider.
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